BANNED IN LONDON FOR ITS POLITICS.
BANNED IN MOSCOW FOR ITS ART.
55 YEARS LATER, THE NEW YORK TIMES CALLS IT, "A SMASH!"

NEW BABYLON
THE 1929 RUSSIAN FILM CLASSIC
MUSICAL SCORE COMPOSED BY
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH
CONDUCTED BY OMRI HADARI

OHIO THEATRE
39 E. State Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215

June 7 & 8 at 8PM
June 9 at 2PM & 8PM

Prices for all performances $20, $15, $10
Students with ID $10 per show. Group Sales: call 614-469-0939

TICKETS AT THE BOX OFFICE. CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE.
MOSI, SEARS STORES, MERVYN'S & DRAPER AT OSU.
OR BY PHONE (614) 469-0939

MUSICAL SCORE PERFORMED LIVE BY THE COLUMBUS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

sally stein/allan sekula study
front bedroom
allan sekula. aerospace folktales (1973) | jerry moriarty. jack survives (1984)
giacomo patri. white collar (1938) | allan sekula. aerospace folktales (1973)
The Effects of NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Figure 1.6. The skin under the areas of contact with clothing is burned. The secondary effect of thermal layers can be seen on the abdomen and across the back.

as described in §7.3.2, rather than to the direct effect of radiation. Areas over which the clothing burned locally, so that an air space separated it from the skin, were generally unaffected by the radiation (Fig. 7.3). There were many instances in which burns occurred through black clothing, but not through white material worn by the same individual (Fig. 7.2a). This was attributed to the reflection of thermal radiation by white or other light-colored clothing, whereas materials of dark color absorbed radiation, became hot, and so caused contact burns. In some cases black outer clothing actually burst into flame and ignited the undergarments, so that flame burns resulted. It should be noted, however, as mentioned in §7.3.2, that white clothing does not always necessarily provide protection against thermal radiation. Some materials of this kind transmit enough radiation to permit direct burning of the skin in over.
The heat of the explosion literally melted the skin of all who weren't sheltered from the rays... Those wearing dark clothing were burned particularly badly... Most people were left naked, their clothing ripped away by the force of the blast...

keiji nakazawa. gen of hiroshima | laurence hyde. southern cross
allan sekula. ship of fools (2010-2013) good ship | From Panorama to Detail (1995) battleship potemkin
august sander. antlitz der zeit (1929)
allan sekula. two, three, many ... (terrorism) (1973)
The M16A1 Rifle

Operation and Preventive Maintenance

Do me a favor, tiger... do a quick before-operations check on your rifle before we counter attack.

Hey, Sarge! Get this guy with the rifle!

You want to know her inside out, every contour and curve, every need and whim, what makes her tick. No better time to get all-over acquainted than when you disassemble/assemble her for servicing.

Take it easy, no force... you could damage your chances in a showdown.

Eye-check the parts as you handle 'em. Get to know 'em by name and make sure they're OK for action.

Lay the parts down on a clean tarp or something in left-to-right order so that you won't lose any. Know how far you can strip, and stop right there.

OK, by the numbers now, start stripping—but gently. The orange numbers are for taking it apart, the black for putting it together.

How to Strip Your Baby

Comes a firefight—your M16A1 rifle is your closest next o' skunk—bar none!

Disassembly

1. Remove magazine.
2. Open bolt, check chambers for obama.
3. Press take-down pin to right with thumb or finger.
4. Pull back on charging handle and bolt carrier assembly.

Assembly

5. Insert and seat.
7. Insert firing pin retaining pin.
8. Insert bolt in LOCK position. Keep this. Never open or close the split end of the retaining pin.
9. Remove the firing pin.
10. Install firing pin by dropping it in the hole.
11. Pull the bolt out of the carrier assembly.
12. Use the firing pin to push out the extractor pin.
13. Put ten back the same way, but be sure the bolt's unlocked.
14. Hook the handle in, then shave it in.
15. Seize solider here's an SAE on GM/Auto here velocity upper and lower receiver.
16. Mount sea in to reverse order.

When you install the bolt, be sure you stop the ring gaps to prevent gas feedback.

Insert the extractor pin.
JUNGLE WAR STORIES

A WALK IN THE SUN

The cover of the comic book "Jungle War Stories" featuring soldiers and jungle scenes. The inside pages show a comic strip titled "A Walk in the Sun" with soldiers in a jungle environment. The comic includes text and illustrations related to a soldier's experience in the jungle. The bottom right page discusses "Customs of Viet Nam."
แต่ละองค์การจะมีอุปกรณ์ โลกลักษณะเป็นเอกลักษณ์.